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about us



Quality Interior architectural wood, metal and glazing works that 

satisfies our most demanding customers.

Straight in-line and custom production output capabilities that 

answer the fast job requirements of customers and the industry.

Architects and designers to curate the design. Dedicated project 

managers who will supervise the project from the initial proposal 

through completion. Fully staffed estimating department. Crafts-

men for designing, building and installing ornamental metal work. 

A thorough expertised staff in contracts.

We are committed to corporate social responsibility to motivate 

ourselves each day to develop innovative processes and contribute 

to the achievement of sustainable development goals. 

Computed Aided Systems like Auto-CAD, BIM softwares, 3ds 

Max for designing and Primavera Solidworks, Tekla, Stadd pro, 

Nesting and more for precision project drawings, to maintain   

precise cost controls and advanced project management         

techniques for effective cost control.



2D & 3D Design 

Space Planning

Residential Interior design

Toilet design

Modular Kitchen design

Office Interior design

Retail Shop & Showroom design

Restuarant design

Cafeteria design

Hotel Interior design

Lounges design

Renovation Projects

Interior Design

Bespoke furniture design

Outdoor furniture design

Garden furniture design

Planter Box design

Colour consultancy

Pergolas & Canopies

Pavillion design

Product design

Concept Development
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Cladding Panels on Walls

Ceiling Panels

Metal Column Cladding 

Railings- Floor mounted

Railings- Wall mounted

Metal Balustrades

Metal Foot railings

Metal Trolley barriers 

Steel- Structural works 

Canopies

Metal Pergola 

Metal screens

Metal Storage Tanks

Shades with steel structures

Metal Gratings

Metal decking

Metal fencing

Metal louvers

Metal mezzanine floor

Metal Racks

Coverer car park

Metal Trims

Metal skirting

Metal Ladders

Metal Doors

Custom made Ironmongery

Metal Gates

Metal Arches

Metal Bollards

Metal Catwalks

Metal Storage Shelves

Metal Handles

Metal Windows

Office partitions

Metal Signage works

Custom Furniture

Display racks and tables

Metal Planter Boxes

Metal Counters

Steel staircase

Architectural metalworks

Metal Trolley stations

Glass Partitions

Glass balustrades

Glass display racks & shelves

Glass TV cabinets

Glass wall claddings

Glass shop front

Glass doors

Tinted glass

Lacquered glass

Frame-less glass partitions

Fire rated glass

Textured glass

Back painted glass

Mirrors

Decorative glass panels

Glass sliding walls

Glass doors folding

Glazing system

Acoustic insulation glass

Glass shower cubicles

Glass urinal partitions

Stainless Steel -Brushed Plated - Gold

Plated - Brass

Plated - Bronze

Plated - Antique

Stainless Steel -Mirror

Powder coating

Paint coating

PVDF coating

Fire proof coating

Stainless Steel -Hairline

Electroplating

Glass windows



EXPO 2020, DUBAI.

A & T Interiors

 Bompas & Parr

Restaurant

2021

Joinery works

Mirror & Glass works

The Future of Food brings in futuristic concepts in the world of food. 

They induce AI and Hyper Intelligence, inspired by space and       

microbiology. Apart from manufacturing the interior fit-out, ATS got 

an opportunity to explore different finishes of glass and glazing. ATS 

had to fabricate various Joinery, Metal and glass items, ranging from 

doors to windows to ceiling & wall features, futuristic clock, seatings, 

platforms and podiums.
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EXPO 2020, DUBAI.

ALEC

Expo 2020

Country Pavilion

2021

Oasis Shade Structure
Roof Structure

The UAE Pavilion is undoubtedly the most popular pavilion at the Expo 

2020. The roof structure of the pavilion is based on the wings of a 

falcon. It’s falcon shaped structure tells the story of the UAE as a global 

hub and the vision of the leaders with ambitious plans for generations to 

come. Apart from a few joinery works inside the pavilion, ATS also      

created the marvelous Oasis shade structure designed by UK based      

Architect ES DEVLIN for the UAE Pavilion at the  Expo 2020.
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EXPO 2020, DUBAI.

E Construct

ALEC

Expo 2020

Modular home

2021

Interior Fit-out

Investment Corporation of Dubai allowed ATS to set foot in the future of 

housing - The Prefabricated modular homes. These modular homes are 

pre-made in components made in our ATS factory that enables them to 

be detached, shipped, and assembled anywhere in the world. ATS had 

a scope of complete interior fit-out, joinery, furnitures, and all the metal 

works 
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EXPO 2020, DUBAI.

ALEC

Expo 2020

Pavilion

2019

Linear light
Secondary support
Doors
Steel Cappings

ALIF - The Mobility pavilion is one of the thematic pavilions in Expo 

2020 provides a platform to foster creativity & innovation made us to 

come up with a solution in the creation of unique curved linear light        

fixture. They are designed to be continuous curved & seamlessly close 

ended without any visible diffuser joints. ATS also provided steel         

capping for the façade. Secondary support for the walls has been done 

for the curved structure.
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EXPO 2020, DUBAI.

ALEC Fit-Out

Expo 2020

Pavilion

2020

Shade Structure
Baffle Wall

The ENOC pavilion is built using steel to minimize the impact on the                 

environment. This gave ATS an opportunity to explore various extend of      

architectural metal works. ATS has achieved a breakthrough in this project 

by creating the perforated metal shade structure at the entrance pathway. 

ATS also produced & installed the baffle wall at the entrance which 

holds the pavilions name. We also supplied metal benches with wooden 

slat in the waiting area and terrace.
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BLUEWATERS ISLAND
WS Atkins &
Partners 
Overseas

ALEC Fit-Out

MERAAS

Hotel

2017

Joinery Works

ATS was awarded the Blue Waters Luxury Hotel with the scope of          

architectural joinery works and interior fit-out to the five-star hotel.           

Our ATS team produced the most innovative and unique designs 

for the hotel made to the highest specification and quality interiors          

in collaboration with architects, structural engineers and                                 

interior designers.
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JUMEIRAH BAY ISLAND, DUBAI.

ALEC

WSP

Meraas

Spa & Resort

2018

Mirror Package

Bulgari Spa and Resort allowed us to use rare materials that are               

considered very difficult in the hotel industry. ATS used bespoke design 

detail in furniture and fixtures to give an Italian architecture feel to the 

Hotel. ATS produced all the wooden & solid surface elements in the spa 

room walkway, rooms and the pool area. Apart from that ATS also        

designed and produced the spa chairs beside the indoor swimming 

pool.  
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TRADE CENTER STREET, DUBAI.

ASI

TANDOOR TINA

Restaurant

2021

Furniture, Planter box
Wall panels, Doors,
Bar counter

The restaurant gets its name, Tandoor Tina from inspiration across the 

Indian coastline and transports the London architectural features.         

Tandoor Tina gave ATS an opportunity to create its signature northern 

Indian Indian Design with a focus on a British twist. ATS manufactured 

bespoke wooden planter boxes, custom furniture, wall panelling,           

bar counter with retro upside down hanging wine glass rack with                 

antique brass finish.
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Al Barsha, Dubai

Airolink

Bloom Educational 
Campus LLC

Educational

2018

Joinery, Metal and 
Glazing works

Educational spaces like Schools, colleges, and universities must be         

flexible, not just too diverse sorts of individuals, from students to staff, but 

also varied types of work, from quiet study rooms to lunch break facilities. 

ATS recognizes the necessity for long-lasting, high-quality fittings and    

furnishings that can resist heavy foot traffic and usage in these                   

educational spaces and deliver high-value tables, chairs, desks,            

benches, cabinets, racks and more.
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Al Barsha, Dubai

Airolink

Bloom Educational 
Campus LLC

Educational

2018

Joinery, Metal and 
Glazing works

ATS collaborate with educational institutions to construct dynamic        

learning environments that are student-centred and multi-functional. 

Whether it is classrooms, lecture theatres, a library, a refectory or              

something else, we will ensure to work in detail to bring out the designer's 

vision into reality. Our team has the full range of skillsets to optimise the 

space to deliver a seamless fit-out service for all the educational projects. 

ATS did all the interior fit-out and furniture for this school project.
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AKOYA Development, Dubai

ALEC

Educational

Jabel Ali School

2016

Joinery, Metal and 
Glazing works

ATS was awarded the interior fit-out contract for the New Jebel Ali School 

in Dubai. ATS believes that there is no "one-size-fits-all" approach. Each 

client has different needs and goals, and it is our job to develop creative, 

effective, and value-focused solutions. ATS had a great job in creating the 

interior fit-out joinery, metal and glass works which include the                   

reception counter, tables, pantry, working desks, benches, railings,          

balustrade and outdoor seatings.
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SHARJAH, UAE.

Educational

Indian International 
School, Sharjah

Interior Fit-out

ATS take pride in transforming schools and academic facilities with fit-outs 

that help students to thrive and achieve exceptional outcomes. We deal with 

schools, colleges, academies, and universities to bring innovative education 

ideas to life. Every project is made to be easy to use for the day-to-day          

operations of your school or another educational facility. In addition, our 

skilled team of designers and project managers ensures that your project is 

completed on time and within budget.
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DUBAI HILLS ESTATE, DUBAI.

ALEC

Cundall

EMAAR

Mall

2021

Metal Works

The roller coaster cylindrical building integrated with a two-story            

attraction fit-out within the mall. The design is essentially a coaster just 

turned inside out with the architectural metal works by ATS. This iconic 

project allowed ATS to challenge ourselves and demonstrate our        

maximum capabilities. ATS made a specialised acoustic metal door for 

this project and had a complete scope of all the metal works.
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DUBAI HILLS ESTATE - DUBAI

ALEC

Arcadis

EMAAR

Mall - Restroom

2019

Mirror Package

Bespoke mirror designs can become statement pieces in the luxury toilet 

as they add a fresh and bright touch to space. It’s not an ordinary piece 

that can change the perspective, but instead a unique piece that directly 

speaks to its setting. Not only aesthetic but the mirror also can be used 

as a cabinet functionally. ATS tailor-made the mirror package in Dubai 

Hills Mall Restrooms to have the perfect mirror to complement the      

entire look. 
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Dubai Marina - Dubai
EMAAR

Shapoorji Pallonji 
Group

Mall

2018

Mall Interior Fit-out

The malls are the most iconic part of Dubai. And no mall is more iconic 

than The Dubai Mall. Having in-house joinery goes a long way in              

ensuring that we provide bespoke woodwork, metalwork and glazing 

works solutions of the highest quality and finishing standards. The spaces 

in the mall demanded to have clarity and legibility in design and fit-out. 

Dubai mall gave ATS the scope of column cladding, wall panelling, 

counters, console tables, furnitures and more.
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AUH Airport, AbuDhabi
Etihad Airways

Airport -Lounge

Plafond Fit Out

Joinery, Metal and 
Glazing works

ATS provided an interior fit-out solution for the Etihad food and beverage 

lounge. The shell and core space were built to accommodate Etihad      

Airways passengers' recreational and dining amenities. The interior was 

made of luxury wood finish with high quality and reliability, offering a  

suitable hangout spot for flyers who have to wait for longer durations. 

ATS finished the project and ensured that it was completely developed 

and suitable for its purpose.
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Retail Store

ALEC

Meeras

Retail store

2016

Interior Fit-out

Boutique Le Chocolat at City Walk Dubai not only retails some of the best 

chocolate brands but offers edible and bespoke fashion accessories too. 

ATS joinery and fit-out teams collaborated to meet the specifics of Le 

Chocolat shop fittings. The primary goal of ATS was to create modern 

retail, the design-oriented place that frames and glorifies the quality that 

Le Chocolat symbolizes in its industry while also meeting the discerning 

clientele's expectations.
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NAD AL SHEBA - DUBAI

Dar Al-Handasah

Al Naboodah 
Contracting

Roads and Transport 
Authority (RTA)

Sports Arena

2016

Joinery Works

This project involves the construction of Nad Al Sheba Arena at Nad Al 

Sheba in Dubai. The scope of work of this project involves a wooden 

wall panel and the counter in reception, wooden doors, Storage           

wardrobes, Vanity counters, Kitchenette counter and cabinets. ATS has 

also done the wooden staircase and indoor pool deck flooring for the 

sports complex.
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Dubai Marina - Dubai

Hotel

Joinery Fit-out

ATS gained extensive industry knowledge through years of successfully 

delivering interior fit-out solutions for our clients. Luxury Interior              

Construction is one of the elements of our business, with a focus on            

commercial fit-out for corporate clients. ATS is well-known for its long-term 

fit-out services and solutions. We accept full responsibility for providing 

high-quality service and pledge to keep it running at an affordable cost. 

ATS acheived this through uncompromising focus on attention to detail.
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Dubai Marina - Dubai

Alec Fit-Out

ITHRA

Hotel

2018

Joinery, Metal and 
Glazing works

One&Only at One Za'abeel will re-imagine urban luxury throughout the 

world. ATS collaborated with the top interior designer to create and        

install mock-up fit-out, wardrobes and furniture for guest rooms for this 

iconic project's ultra-luxury and luxury hotels and serviced apartments. 

ATS scope includes joinery fit-out, metalworks, vanities, counter-tops, 

toilet mirrors, wardrobes and glazing works. This project gave ATS to 

push   ourselves beyond our limits.
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DUBAI INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL CENTREWaldorf Astoria

Arif & Bintoak

ALEC Fit-Out

Hotel

2018

Metal & Glass Works

The Waldorf Astoria Dubai International Financial Center is in Burj 

Daman Mixed-use Development. It is a great pleasure to work in the 

5-star hotel that redefines luxury in Dubai. This project allowed ATS to 

create an early 60's NewYork residential style. Our scope in this project 

includes metal and glass doors, mirror cladding on walls which helped  

us to explore more mirror and glass architectural works.
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Private Villas, Farm Houses.

Villa

Interior Fit-out

ATS is specialised in Interior design and fit-out project solutions for luxury 

villas, palaces, houses, castles, mansions, and more. Our mission is to create 

the dwelling of dreams. The flawless integration of different trade disciplines 

into one process is the key to the success of any residential project. We are re-

sponsible for collecting resources, materials, and work from the beginning to 

the end of the process. ATS scope includes Walk-in closets, Wardrobes, Wall 

panel, Kitchen, Vanity counters, Gazebo, Car park.
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Al Qusais - Dubai

Sports centre

2010

Al Ahli club

Al Naboodhah 
Contractors

Restaurant

2010

Cake palace bakery

Alamis

Interior Fit-out

Umm Al Quawain

Furnitures
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Al Marfa, Abu Dhabi Dubai Festival City - Dubai
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LAMIS WOOD INDUSTRY, AJMAN INDUSTRIAL AREA 1

ATS carrys out all the works with its LAMIS WOOD INDUSTRIES LLC (joinery & solidsurface) and 

ALAMIS METAL INDUSTRY LLC (metal, glass and glazing works) to complete on par.

With a workforce of over 200+ highly skilled workers & 50+ qualified staff, Alamis can take up even the        

complex work with utmost ease. ATS makes sure to take resposibility from Production to Installation on site

Alamis provides Interior design, Joinery, Solid surface works, metal and glazing works for      

projects ranging from airports, hotels, retail outlets, offices, residences and other building      

sectors of UAE & the GCC Countries. Alamis is recognized as one of the luxury interior fit-out             

companies. Our diversified operations in Designing, contract manufacturing and product 

manufacturing allow us to offer our clients a full spectrum of services, including the industrial, 

commercial and custom markets. Today ATS takes pride in providing end to end solution from 

design to installation.
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AMI, AJMAN INDUSTRIAL AREA 1

AMI is equiped with high quality machinaries which enables us to complete any work from machining to 

fabrication & polishing, AMI ensures the quality of work is of utmost standards.

With a workforce of over 50+ highly skilled workers & 20+ qualified staff, AMI can take up even the        

complex work with utmost ease. AMI makes sure to take resposibility from Production to Installation on site

AMI provides metal fabrication requirements for its highly distinguished clientele with projects 

ranging from airports, hotels, retail outlets, offices, residences and other building sectors of 

UAE & the GCC Countries. Our diversified operations in metal fabrication, contract            

manufacturing and product manufacturing allow us to offer our clients a full spectrum of      

fabrication services, including the industrial, commercial and custom markets. Today AMI 

takes pride in providing fully integrated manufacturing and installation skills for a wide range 

of construction projects.
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